Teachers of RE in all phases of education are invited to attend the
2019 West of England LTLRE 4th annual conference

‘Don’t fence me in’

Religion and Worldviews: beyond
stereotypes towards lived experiences
Bath Spa University, Newton
Saint Loe, Bath BA2 9BN

Keynote speakers
• Helen John
What are worldviews and how do they fit
into RE?

• Chris Hewer

Do all Muslims share the same beliefs
and life patterns?

• Juliet Lyal

What do teachers of RE in primary
schools need to take note of from the
new Ofsted framework and CoRE report?

9.00 - 3.30 pm
Friday 28th June 2019

Cost: £30
Deadline for bookings:
21st June 2019
Access the booking
form here
For more information,
please contact
efpawson@gmail.com

Plus workshops for primary and secondary teachers of RE. These will
explore the way we can create an area of study for the classroom that
reflects the fluidity religious and spiritual belief in modern Britain, whilst
also exploring key building block concepts to offer pupils ideas to
understand, appreciate and “play” with (see P2 for details)

‘Don’t fence me in’
Religion and Worldviews: beyond
stereotypes towards lived experiences
Workshops for primary and secondary to include:
• Ajahn Jutindra: Thoughts from a Buddhist monk on growing up Jewish
• Chris Hewer: Understanding Shi’a Islam for GCSE
• Kathrine Taylor: Using reflective story-telling in RE
• Helen John: How do different cultures see Jesus?
• Ed Pawson: What are the implications for RE from the new Ofsted
framework?
• Paul Marvin: Teaching RE with or without a faith
• Alice Sarbicki: Minority religious voices in secular RE
• Katy Staples: Diverse voices in religious traditions: continuity and change

Dr Helen John taught RS and Philosophy in UK secondary schools for
many years and now teaches at Exeter University. Her specialist areas
are as an interdisciplinary researcher, mainly drawing on resources from
Anthropology to inform her approach to biblical interpretation.
https://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/theology/staff/hjohn/#6VH86HI4v6Czlk
As.99
Dr Chris Hewer comes from a background in Christian theology,
education, Islamic studies and inter-faith studies and has worked in the
field of Muslims in Britain and Christian-Muslim relations since 1986.
https://www.chrishewer.org/live/
Juliet Lyal has recently retired from her role as a Year 2 class teacher and
RE, Collective Worship and EAL lead. She is a member of the NATRE
Executive and is the NATRE local groups officer. She was one of the 14 RE
Commissioners (2016-18).

